Project List 2022
1. Feed the hungry: make PB&J sandwiches at home for Face to Face in Germantown and Bread Drop. Both
organizations provide meals to those living on the streets. Volunteers purchase the bread and PB&J; instructions are
provided on how to make and package the sandwiches. Limited number of slots available.
2. Feed the hungry: Fill Ziplock baggies with small, pre-packaged snacks such as potato chips, raisins, cheese crackers,
chewy granola bar, etc. for Bread Drop and The Welcome Church to distribute on the streets of Philadelphia. Unlimited
sign-ups; you purchase the snacks and baggies.
3. Feed the hungry: Fruit Bags - pack snack bags containing 1 small apple and 1 small orange - for Bread Drop to
distribute to the homeless. You purchase the fruit and pack according to Bread Drop's provided instructions.
4. Use your creativity to bring cheer to a child: Decorate a tote bag using stencils and fabric markers - for One House at
a Time, which provides beds and bedtime items to children who do no have a bed to sleep in. OHAAT will pack the bags
with bedtime items for distribution with their beds. 60 bags available; pick-up tote and stencils at church.
5. Make a school kit for children of families affected by natural disasters: Decorate a tote bag with stencils and fabric
markers AND fill it with school supplies (per a provided list - estimated cost $15) - for Presbyterian Disaster Assistance,
which provides support to communities and families affected by natural disasters including hurricanes, tornadoes and
firestorms. Pick up tote, stencils and markers at the church; you shop for the school supplies. Goal = 40 kits.
6. Feed the hungry: Grocery shop using a prepared list and a provided bag for food cupboard items - for the food
cupboard at Germantown Avenue Crisis Ministry. 100 bags available; pick up bags and your list at church.
7. Share cheer with senior citizens: Decorate lunch bags for Chestnut Hill Meals on Wheels. Unlimited sign-ups; pick up
lunch bags at church (must use supplied bags).
8. Share some love through baking: Bake 2 dozen treats and pack into individual snack bags (2 or 3 per bag) - for the
recovery residents at Whosoever Gospel Mission and to thank our Springfield Township First Responders. Limit of 24
bakers.

